FALL 2014

The Great Big SLIA Beach Ball

The Silver Lake Beach Ball was on the lake for eight
days this summer and it is loaded with your names
and messages!
The red, white and blue ball even made it out on
the 4th of July to float on the lake all day, showing
lake residents and visitors alike how proud we are to
live in this great country we call the “United States of
America”.
Thanks to all the beach ball police for keeping an
eye out and even repairing the ball when needed. We
were able to have it on display at the annual meeting

for all to view and sign if they hadn’t gotten a chance
when it was out on the lake.
As I sit down to write this article, I was wonder
to myself,“Where did the summer go?”, it is hard to
believe it is September already. I hope you all enjoyed
our beach ball and regatta and had a wonderful summer on and off the lake.
Well that is all for now. I wish you all a great fall
and winter, and when the ice is gone in the spring,
let’s do it again!
… Chuck Hathaway

clean up part of the road! September 20th

is our next cleanup date and will mark
the third year that we have participated
in the program. I am looking forward to
seeing you @ 10 a.m. at the Silver Lake
Park to finish out this year!

Ron Grin

Matthew Kushman

Christopher Groleau

Nathan Elshaw

Logan Rottier

that is caught sent to the committee with this information: size, weight (if possible) and length. Is this
the child’s first fish ever caught? More information
will be featured in our spring newsletter and on our
website. Check out this year’s participants belows!
Ron Grin

Sarah Elshaw

Chase Troweridge

So even though it was a bit cooler and a tad
wetter, there was still a lot fun to be had by all.
That’s why we are here!
B. Scot Ogden, SLIA President

it’s annual membership
renewal time for slia

Because YOUR
• Environment
• Recreation
• Property Values
. . . are all at stake if the lake isn’t
preserved and protected.
Because NO ONE else is going to care if it
depreciates EXCEPT those of us who live
here.

SLIA Annual Kids Fishing Tournament
We are planning a big change in the tournament
for next year. Instead of being on the free fishing
weekend (2 days) in June, it will run from Memorial
Day Weekend until the Fourth of July. This will give
all lake owners children, grand children, etc., a better
chance to participate!
It will require a picture of the child and the fish

I am sure many of you are wondering what
happened to our summer this year. It’s been
a bit cooler and a tad wetter than the last few
summers, but there were still plenty of days to
get out and enjoy our beautiful lake. My wife
and I were able to take several cruises around
the lake. We enjoyed seeing the children playing in the water and diving off their swim rafts.
Many other residents were out enjoying their
own cruise, several people were water skiing and wake boarding - kayaks, canoes, and
paddle boards were abundant. We stopped to
talk to people fishing to see if they were having any luck. We even saw a few people out
on their sailboats. There were many campfires
by the waters edge in the evenings as well as
gatherings of friends for a picnic by the shore.

Why Should YOU
Join the SLIA?

Adopt-A-Road Update
Our Silver Lake volunteers cleaned East
Silver Lake Road this spring and summer
even though Mother Nature did not always
co-operate. I would like to thank everyone
who came out and helped. A special thanks
to the people who couldn’t make it on our
backup date, and went out on their own to

CHAIRMAN’S COVE

Trinity Troweridge

Helen Rose McDonald

What does the SLIA do for YOU?
• It monitors and treats Invasive Species that
invade our waters, along with appropriate
water testing
to keep our lake healthy.
• It monitors events, development and laws that
could impact our lake.
• It publishes a bi-yearly newsletter for residents
providing articles on:  
o Upcoming Social Events
o Water Safety rules & practices
o Who Do You Call Contact numbers
o Wildlife protection
o Environmental Issues that could impact the
lake quality.
• It issues an e-mail message to all MEMBERS
for current issues, social event dates, lost
& found, water treatment dates, etc.
What can YOU do to help?
• IF YOU HAVE ALREADY JOINED – THANK
YOU!!!
• IF NOT – YOU CAN JOIN NOW by sending in
the enclosed membership form with your dues
and comments today. You can also volunteer
to help with various sponsored activities. Thank
you in advance for your support!
Let’s all work together now to make our lake
a better place to live –
. . . for ourselves
		
and our future generations.

Spencer Troweridge

Carson Clark

Abby McDonald

Miyles Palmer

Independence Day 2014
Silver Lake Strong

It was a beautiful day on Silver Lake and we all regattaed!

and the winners are...

1st Place: Machuta Family – “Margaritaville”

2nd Place: Weaver Family – “Hang Loose Silver Lake”

3rd Place: Cupp Family – “United We Stand”

4th Place: Kuhn Family – “4th of July”

Honorable Mention: Berden Family – “Music Of The 50’s”

Honorable Mention: Finch Family – “USA”

Regatta Enthusiasts on parade

		

Perry Family – “Merica” Bon Homme Richard

Wood Family – “4th Of July”

Smith Family – “Celebrate The 4th”

Joseph Family – “Peace and Freedom”

Edwards Family – “Tropical Americana”

Kleinrichert Family – “A Family 4th””

Geskus Family – “American Pride”

Breneman Family – American Pride – Land of the Free”

Bogard Family – “Get Lei’d”

Thank you to everyone
who participated in and
watched the Fourth of July
festivities. Silver Lake is the
greatest place to live!
Four Winns – “Joining The Parade”

SLIA Lead Boat – Ogden, Seidelman, Knight Families

Shoreline Participants In Action
It’s all about the kids...

and families....

A Huge Thank you to our Judges

Crewes Family

Bogard Family

Borucki Family

Britten Family

Adventure in 
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produced any offspring. They tried to nest down
–
at the south end,–but turtles and kayakers
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are seem
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all
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of
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for are
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to correespecially
Lake
Superior
–
they
also
cited
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spond with me at silverlakeloons@hotmail.com.  
and the bay with pictures of the beach at Old Mission.
The type of useful information would be when
The Corps’ answer was that levels are largely cyclical
you first spot the Loon(s) arrival in the spring,
with some influence of drought, hot summers and light
(typically mid April - mid May). An important statiswinters.
tic would be the number of pairs of Loons you see.
Now
Lake – the
washave
formed
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(But,to
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be accurate,
youSLIA
would
to see
all of
because
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at
an
all
time
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this
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please
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were
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how
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when
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In 1974 the levels were extremely
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at
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end
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with
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In 1986 the levels were higher Loons!
than 1974 - more
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and some
evacuation of homes. This time a more educated plan
Silver Lake Loon
was presented to the county – set only a high water
Ranger
level and only an overflow dam. This was accomplished
in early 1987.The cost was shared fairly and the
Remember –
maintenance has been manageable.
if you see someone
In 1993 the levels were again high
in the great
threatening
thelakes
Loons,
and other lakes according to the
representative
of
please call the DNR  
the Corps of Engineers, although
to the extremes
at not
231.922.5280!
of 1974 and 1986. Silver Lake was a little high in the
spring that year, but drain down during the winter and
early spring months prevented a potential problem for
Silver Lake residents.
There have been a number of properties sold on
And
2007 . .and
. . I have had the pleasure
Silverthen
Lakecame
this summer
This drain works only as an emergency drain off when
of visiting and welcoming several of them to our
the water cycles high, but does nothing when it is low
community. So that we do not miss anyone, I would
– which was the intention – it is doing it’s job! Read
greatly appreciate your contacting me if you have
back through this article and notice that the cycle has
a new neighbor. You can email me at kaufmanmk@
hit high or low in mid-decade for the last 40 years.
gmail.com, or call 517-775-2456.
“We don’t really understand it all - it will come back” as
Mike Kaufman
the gentleman from the Army Corps of Engineers said
when asked.
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it will cost
you moredescribed
– but you
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1. The area off the Northwest and North shores of Campbell Island. That includes 302 to 338 Roman Dr. (roughly
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5
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youof
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the
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too.in
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is also
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Any questions call
The best practice to follow is to not discard
Lake Sciences,
(the firm
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Chuck
HathawayLLC
943-3912
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Adams to
at 947-5502.
any
unused bait into the lake at the end of your
our lake) requested the DEQ to use a different,
fishing day!
more potent herbicide to fight the stronger strain

Environmental
Committee Report –
Fall 2014

Fisheries – Bait Alert!

HELP!

LOON-IE TUNES
LOON-IE TUNES, which actually sound more like a yodel, combined with the “penguin dance” are loon’s way of
WHO DO YOU CALL?
2014-15
SLIA
BOARD
DIRECTORS
chasing
away other
birds, water
craft andOF
silly people.
(The “penguin dance” is when they splash with their wings

and
kick
their feet so they’re walking Nancy
on water.)
My son was out swimming and Life
notthreatening
aware of the
loons nearby,
Knight
Barry
Andrews
or dangerous
when
Daddy loon started in on him. My
son decided to yodel back and flap his armsviolations............911
- it was quite a hilarious show.
231-943-7005
231-943-9487
Loons
lay 1 - 2 eggs in June on island type
near water.
Judy Clarke
Scotareas
Ogden
Incubation
time is about a month. They
often carry their
231-421-5643
517-749-3895
chicks on their backs to avoid predators such as sea gulls,
Ron Grin
Bruce
Reavely The
eagles,
crows and turtles. They are also
very territorial.
231-943-0293
231-645-5640
loon family you see at the north end of the lake is a different
one
Kenthan
Hallyou see further down by Brakel
JeanaPoint.
Seidelman

231-929-7420
Besides
being fun to watch, like when517-812-5259
mommy loon is
teaching chick to dive, they eat leeches!
Chuck Hathaway
Kelly Smith
231-943-3912
248-252-7022
Loon
trivia: The loon is the state bird
in Minnesota; and
Mercer,Wisconsin is the Loon Capital of the World!
Mike Kaufman
Janet Wheeler
Submitted by Cathy Kuhn
517-775-2456
231-943-4443
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Publicity, newsletter – Pat Adams – 947-5502
General Marine questions (leave msg)
Lake Monitoring
– Russ Adams – 947-5502
Sheriff’s Marine Division
Exotic Weeds – Russ Adams
- 947-5502
231-922-2112
Fishing Issues – Kevin Gagnon – 943-5226
DNR Traverse
Office
Township Liaison - Peter
Haddix –City
943-8825
231-922-5280
Drain Liaison – Bill Helke – 943-4779
and –found
(Barry Andrews)
Historian – NancyLost
Knight
943-9487
231-943-7005
or
Webmaster – Wayne Knight
– 943-9487
TC.Silver.Lake.Association@gmail.com
Welcoming new
residents – Robb Raetz – 943-4358
Membership – Janet Wheeler
– 943-4443
More information
at
www.silverlakeimprovement.com
President SLIA – Dick
Bogard – 943-4845
If you would rather email us our address is:
info@silverlakeimprovement.com

Welcoming Committee

To dispel ideas of what a normal drain looks like with
water flowing out of it as most of us perceive, let’s take
a look at the Silver Lake dam. Our dam doesn’t look like
a normal dam, it looks more like a glass of water set in
(Fall
Membership
2014-2015)
a bowl – rising up
out
of the water,
it is an “overlow”
dam, it only
drains
when
the
water
rises
higher
than
John Drzewiecki
John & Marion
Mulligan
the rim
of
the
glass
(drain).
The
drain
is
operated
Donald & Joann Foote
Mike & Laura Reed
with a valve which is shut off in May or June when the
Ken & Ellen Kaufman
James & Shirley
water temp reaches 68 degrees. THERE
HAS BEEN NO
Robertson
Michael & Kelly Kazmierski
WATER DRAINED OUTTHIS YEAR,
with
only a minimal
Tim & Lisa Schaub
Carolyn Keesor
amount in the early spring for several years, as the
Reid & Jill Wahl
Jamie receding
LaFaive in their cyclical
levelsRyan
have& been
fashion.

WELCOME new members

Robin McAvoy

Bradley & Maureen Ward

This information was taken from old SLIA minutes and
records and court documents. Submitted by Nancy Knight

Boating violations (MC number required)
site violations
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